Good Samaritan Catholic College
Religious Education Program
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Good Samaritan Catholic College is a Prep to Year 12 faith-filled learning environment with
an identity grounded in the story of the Good Samaritan from Luke’s Gospel (LK10:25-37).
This story challenges us to live a life of mercy according to the mission of Jesus, to ‘cross
the road’ and serve those in need. At Good Samaritan, we seek to serve the Last, Least and
Lost through providing a comprehensive program of Religious Education, Pastoral supports
and Social Justice initiatives.
The College opened in 2019 with 172 enrolments and is still in a rapid growth phase with
the first Year 12 graduates in 2024. This is exciting and challenging and provides unlimited
opportunities. New layers of meaning are revealed in a catholic identity that is
recontextualised through iconography, our college Houses, First Nations heritage and
college crest. The surrounding area of Bli Bli has experienced rapid urban growth since the
period of commencement, whilst maintaining environmental stability and places of
significance such as Dunethin Rock, referred to by Gubbi Gubbi inhabitants as the ‘place of
swimming trees’. The college’s charism takes inspiration from St Benedict of Nursia, calling
us to ‘listen with the ear of our hearts’ through our motto ‘to journey with compassion.’ In
this way, our charism is ever evolving as we continue to search for new ways of belonging
to one another.

Figure 1: Religious Profile 2021-2022 (Power BI, SPIRE)

Figure 2: Context and Religion (SPIRE)

•

Student Catholic 49.00% BCE Catholic 60.99%

Whilst Good Samaritan currently has a Catholic enrolment this does not accurately reflect
connection to the Catholic Christian story and Parish community. While the majority of
families support our Catholic Christian ethos and see value in the Religious Life of our
community, many do not take an active part in the worshipping Parish community and do
not have a strong connection to Catholic traditions.
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Therefore, Good Samaritan has prioritised telling our Catholic Christian
story in ways that assist the community to engage and connect such as:
• ensuring parents and students are encouraged and welcomed to
be part of significant celebrations such as Blessing liturgies
• placing religious artwork and icons around the school to identify
and celebrate our Catholic Christian heritage.
• involving students in the planning of significant celebrations
through student-devised prayer
• linking our outreach focus and P-12 curriculum to
Catholic social teaching and the Jesus story
• using symbols in meaningful ways that engage the
community in our Catholic Christian story, such as
Sisters of the Good Samaritan Rose Garden
Sisters of the Good Samaritan Rose Garden used in liturgy

Students and Community
Good Samaritan Catholic College is responsive to the needs and religious backgrounds of
students through a Reconceptualist approach to ensure:
• a contemporary approach to the teaching and
learning of religion that has an educational focus
aligned with other learning areas
• a scriptural theme for the year to reimagine and
reinterpret such as “be filled with hope” (Jer29:11) in
2021 “growth and change” (Col2:7) in 2022
•

a consistent approach/framework for the planning of
religion across all year levels

•

adequate time is allocated to planning in Religious
Education

•

mandated time is allocated in class timetables for the
teaching of Religion

•

the Religion curriculum is assessed with the same
rigor as other learning areas

•

the diverse learning needs that students bring to the
religion classroom are catered for as in other learning areas

Student-devised prayer mats reflecting scriptural theme for year
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•

the RE curriculum addresses the needs of a
contemporary multicultural and multi-faith
world and of students less connection to a
Parish worshipping community

Some unique features of the school are:
• P-12 approach across all year levels
• Strong connection to Nambour Parish with
St Vincent de Paul and Good Sams Mass
each month
• Indigenous House artworks reveal religious, pastoral and stewardship of the college
story
• Close connection and working
relationship with Parish priest, Fr Odinaka
• Well-resourced, newly established and
beautifully designed and presented College
site
• An inclusive culture of verified students
and those on Individual Learning Plans
• Project focus for ECSI revealed in
Catholic Identity and RAP team action
projects

Vision for Religious Education
Good Samaritan Catholic College shares and promotes the Vision for Religious Education
articulated by Brisbane Catholic Education and the Archdiocese of Brisbane: aspiring to

educate and form students who are challenged to live the gospel of Jesus Christ and who are
literate in the Catholic and broader Christian tradition so that they might participate critically and
authentically in faith contexts and wider society.
Our vision for Religious Education is expressed in the
College Vision and Mission statement. Our model for
pedagogy and vision for learning are built upon the
BCE Teaching and Learning Framework. Our Vision for
Learning and Teaching is intrinsically linked and
embedded in the College's mission, values for learning
and pedagogical practices and personal mission. We
believe that every learner can achieve success in life
and learning.
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The vision for learning and teaching is in line with the Annual Plan Strategic Priorities:
Learning & Teaching
Goal: Embed collaborative Australian Curriculum planning, assessment and moderation
practices responding to student data. (NSIT Recommendations 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 & 6)
Strategies: Senior and Learning Leaders enact collaborative teams to ensure responsive
and engaging teaching from the Australian Curriculum in every classroom.
Key Actions and Success Measures:
• Prioritise the embedding of
Catholic Perspectives as a core
CCP in planning and ensure all
CCPs are evident in
documentation

Our mission is that…
Religious Education is lived through our school motto to Journey with Compassion and is
supported by our Mission statement which articulates a Christian community of lifelong
learners committed to the values of excellence, integrity, justice and hope. In so doing, we
give witness to our vision when ‘we seek to serve the wider community, promote dignity
and be active stewards of the environment’ through living gospel values.’ The teachings
and values of Jesus are at the heart of everything we do at Good Samaritan.
The key to Good
Samaritan Catholic
College’s vision for
Religious Education
stems from, and
reflects, Christ’s
mission and
teaching through
the parable of The
Good Samaritan
(LK10:25).
Luke’s Gospel calls for solidarity with the poor, the marginalised, and the voiceless, to
enable the participation of all in the processes that shape society.

"We are challenged to live a life of love and mercy and to be neighbour for all" (Luke 10: 25)
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Our charism is anchored in 3 pillars:
1. Parable of The Good Samaritan (LK10:25)
2. Sisters of the Good Samaritan
3. Saint Benedict - ‘to listen with the ear of our hearts’ (Prologue 1 RB)
BENEDICTINE CHARISM
SAINT BENEDICT
“Listen with the ear of our
hearts”

SISTERS OF THE GOOD
SAMARITAN

PARABLE OF THE GOOD
SAMARITAN (LK10:25-37)

GSCC Catholic Identity Framework.pdf
Whilst remaining faithful to the original Christian narrative, a renewed expression or
recontextualised position ensures the Catholic Christian tradition is clearly visible in the
contemporary context. Through engagement with the two complementary dimensions of
Religious Education, the religious literacy and faith formation of students is recognised. In
this way, students are challenged to become cultural agents in light of the Gospel and
authentic witnesses to the mission of Jesus Christ in the world today.
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Contemporary Contexts of Religious
Education
As a foundational cohort, our students were instrumental in
shaping our PATH engaged behaviours. In this way, all
community members are called to be 'on the PATH' and to live an
authentic faith through actions and choices.
Evidenced by:
• Alignment between PATH Engaged Behaviours and
religious life: to Persevere, Act, Trust and Hope

At the whole college level, the four contemporary contexts of Religious Education; societal,
ecclesial, educational and digital have had significant impact. That is, we have developed
college-wide expectations so that these contexts are underpinned by Gospel values and
promoted and voiced through daily life.

Societal Context
The Religious Education program seeks to reflect a
Catholic Christian worldview that integrates faith, life
and culture in a contemporary and multi-faith
context. Good Samaritan is a place where students
and families encounter mission and outreach,
especially through pastoral care and the experience
of a Catholic Christian community enlivened by our motto to Journey with Compassion.
However, it is recognised that while many parents
want their children to experience Catholic Christian
values and traditions, some do not fully understand
the foundational nature and central importance of
the religious and spiritual dimension of Catholic
education.
Therefore, Good Samaritan responds to the societal
context of religious education in a variety of ways
including:
•

Using census information and BI data about children and families to identify
religious and cultural background of students for consideration when developing
units of work.

•

Acknowledging Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander culture at the beginning of
liturgies, assemblies, college gatherings and before daily prayer, with use of
clapping sticks and invited response – We Acknowledge, We Respect, We Listen
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•

Choir and Ensemble
performances for the
college and extended
community. For example,
Rise Up Music Ministry
students lead liturgical
singing and live band
accompaniment, PULSE
Arts Festival, Grandparents
Day, Good Sams Day

•

Utilising Caritas, Catholic Mission, Give Me
Five for Kids and St Vincent De Paul
resources to immerse children in a global
world

•

Raising funds and awareness via Project
Compassion, St Vincent de Paul-Nambour
Parish, Catholic Mission

•

Acknowledging values demonstrated by college-wide and societal expectations
via assembly Good
Samaritan Awards
and PATH Hearts

•

Participation in
National Day of
Action to align with
Catholic Social
Teaching principles
of Human Dignity,
Common Good and
Solidarity and Subsidiarity

•

Using a variety of symbols for call to prayer such as
lighting of college candle, rainstick, silence and
contemplation
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Promoting pastoral care and wellbeing means caring for our young people, families, staff and
community. Wellbeing and resilience processes contribute to academic success, personal
health, work satisfaction and career longevity. Good Samaritan values an inclusive approach
to student support in a safe and welcoming environment that is grounded in our Catholic
faith. Our Positive Behaviour for Learning (PB4L) framework uses a systems approach to
positive behaviour supports and evidence-based practices. One of the focus areas is explicit
teaching of behaviours that assists students to access learning both academically and
socially.
Evidenced by:
• PATH Engaged Behaviours matrix has been developed to reflect the Catholic identity
of our school community and our beliefs about learning and behaviour:

• a visual tool that outlines the behaviours we engage with as a whole college to
promote our Catholic identity and consistency in the agreed pillars of Persevere, Act,
Trust and Hope (PATH).
• particularly relevant Gospel values are espoused and articulated within and
throughout the College community.
Good Samaritan Behaviour Support Plan
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Ecclesial Context
Shaping Our Story: Formation
One of the challenges of building a new
school
with
varying
faiths
and
perspectives is shaping a catholic identity
that is authentic, relevant and purposeful
for all. With families coming from many
different faith backgrounds, religious and
non-religious, formation is integral to who
we are and what we celebrate. Our
remarkable growth in a short period of
time has inspired a focus on rituals, liturgies and daily prayer experiences that are meaningful
and relevant. We encourage high participation of students in all liturgies.
•

Staff and Student formation plan is refined and updated to outline the professional
learning opportunities for staff and student formation in
line with Brisbane Catholic Education expectations.

•

Good Samaritan Formation Plan

Enhancing Catholic Schools
Identity (ECSI) Project
Good Samaritan joined the Catholic Dialogue
Schools Project along with 13 other schools in
the 2020 Cohort of Dialogue Schools, to
enhance our Catholic identity and receive
recommendations in an ECSI Report.
The data reveals our community's
understanding of reinterpreting the Catholic
faith with diverse traditions and contexts,
prioritising a recontextualised perspective. A
Catholic Identity team is in formation to
progress and enact some of the
recommendations.
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This is evidenced by the strategic goals in the Annual Plan:
Catholic Identity
Goal: Identify next stages and implement recommendations from the
Enhancing Catholic Schools Identity (ECSI) report to strengthen Catholic
Identity and impact student learning. (NSIT Finding 15 and Recommendation
1)
Strategies: Re-establish College Catholic Identity team, discern priorities and
implement actions from the ECSI report.
Key Actions and Success Measures:
- Identify key staff for Catholic Identity Team and form team
- Develop a timeline for implementation, discern priorities, develop action plan and review
- Provide appropriate staff formation
- Engage student and community voice
Diversity & Inclusion
Goal: Develop and implement a College ‘Reconciliation Action Plan’ (NSIT finding 13 and
recommendation 1 and 3)
Strategies: Establish a Reconciliation Action Plan (RAP) steering committee to consult on
all matters and provide guidance in the development of the RAP.
Key Actions and Success Measures:
- Identify and invite participation of staff and community representatives for the
RAP committee
- Establish ways of working and protocols for the RAP team
- Become familiar with the BCE Diversity and Inclusion strategy
- Acknowledge prior College actions and engagement with first nation’s people
- Consult widely with the College staff, students and local community to develop the RAP
- Develop and publish the RAP

Multi-layers encourage our community to explore new meaning and interpretation
Catholic Identity and College Crest
•

•

•

The heart signifies our love of Christ, one another
and self. It is appropriate, therefore, that the two
sections of the heart form a cross.
The path indicates that we are all on a journey of
learning and discovery, during which time we will
make many choices that will influence our lives.
The dots reference the journeying of Aboriginal
people in the Bli Bli area, prior to the arrival of
European settlers.
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Alignment of College Houses and College Crest
The four symbols of our College Crest are linked to each of our College Houses and
students, staff and parents were involved in the naming, design and story of each House:
•
•
•
•

Dunethin
Maroochy
Perren
Polding

Peter Muraay Djeripi Mulcahy, of the Gamilaroi people, captured each House in a piece of
artwork that is told and retold at significant college events and liturgies:

Dunethin is represented by the dots on our crest and tells
of the Gubbi Gubbi landmark, Dunethin Rock, which
means place of the swimming trees.

Perren is represented by the green pathway on our crest. The
central Father, Mother and Child figure acknowledges the
previous landowners, the Perren Family, and traditional
owners (Land in Trust) on which our college now stands.

Maroochy House is represented by the heart of our
college crest, inspired by St Benedict who calls us to
listen with our hearts. The movement of the river flows
through our community and the Sunshine Coast.

Polding House is represented by the cross on our crest and tells
of Archbishop Polding and the Sisters of the Good
Samaritan. The Defensive Shield is a reminder to challenge
injustice and protect the marginalised. The seven stars in the
artwork represent the Sisters of the Good Samaritan who
continue to light our path today.
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When students know the story and contribute to
the story, they feel a sense of belonging:

• Good Samaritan glass cross
handmade to reflect college
colours, interconnecting our college identity with our mission as
followers of Jesus.

• Find new places of belonging within local context when Gubbi Gubbi elder,
Lyndon Davis, works with our students in finding connections to our
First Nations heritage.
Although Good Samaritan has a moderate number of
students who are baptised Catholic, an increasing number of
students and families are not Eucharistically affiliated with
the Catholic Church community. In response to this, we aim
to support students and their families by connecting them
with the catholic Christian tradition.

Our challenge at Good Samaritan is to engage students and their
families with the tradition, culture and language of Church life.
We seek to provide opportunities to support students and their families in connecting them
with the Catholic Christian tradition and its spiritual richness by:
•Inviting the college community to attend class liturgies and
Monthly College Mass, prayer and liturgical experiences: Ash
Wednesday, Holy Week, Easter, Good Sams Day and End of Year
College Mass
•Open Classrooms: Grandparents Day, Catholic Education Week,
Celebrations of Learning and Class Liturgies
•Celebrate Parish events: combined Mass for Catholic Education
Week with St Joseph's Primary and St John's College, Nambour
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•

Weekly Prayer focus at Assembly

• Classroom sacred spaces: sacred
tables and symbols, classroom prayer
rituals
•

Weekly staff prayer volunteer roster:
collaboration in a broad range of
prayer experiences are encouraged,
resourced, shared and prepared.

• Joint Parish College fundraisers: Nambour Parish
SVDP Flood Appeal, SVDP Winter Appeal and Christmas Hampers
• Informing parents of the Religious Education
program during the enrolment process: Prep
Orientation days, Parent Information Nights at the beginning of
each year, Weekly Classroom Blogs and Principal’s Weekly
Update, College Prayer on portal and visible in learning areas.
• During ‘Wellness Week’, the STIE and GC guide
a prayer reflection to highlight spiritual wellbeing.

•

Participate in BCE Youth Ministry formation opportunities, connecting with other
schools and students on the Sunshine Coast: Fanning the Flame, PoTENtial, Living Saints

•

Empower student voice in Pastoral Care Buddy program
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Sacramental Program - Parish
Although the college does not specifically prepare children for
their first reception of the sacraments, promoting staff and
family participation in the Parish Sacramental Program is a
priority to support parish-based sacramental catechesis.
Students are taught, through the school's Religious Education
Curriculum, about all seven sacraments. The specifics taught
spiral in complexity, building on and expanding concepts
according to the developmental level of the children.

Educational Context
Good Samaritan Catholic College values the academic expectations of Religion in alignment
with other Learning Areas. Dedicated and innovative teachers shape an RE curriculum that
supports the growth and development of all students. Teachers follow the mandatory BCE
requirements for the planning, teaching, assessment and reporting of Religion, which is
collaboratively monitored and supported by the college leadership team. Teachers are
encouraged to teach Religion in a way that is inspiring, educational and transformational.
The educational context is evident through:
• Good Samaritan’s Vision for Learning and Vision for Religious Education
•

Finding opportunities to respond to contemporary issues: Laudato Si

•

Exploring Meditative Prayer Practice to develop reflective practice: labyrinth walking on
coloured lines in North and South Courts, meditative pilgrimage around grounds observing religious symbols,
class meditation utilising Maranatha and lectio divina, visio divina in Benedictine tradition

•

Relationships and Shared Responsibility: incorporating Restorative practise into college life, School
Behaviour Support Plan, PATH Engaged Behaviours

•

Exploring and implementing innovative and
creative pedagogies to improve the teaching and
learning of religion curriculum: Learning about the
Judeo-Christian heritage through Jewish faith, rituals and
customs, such as Day in the life of Jesus, exploring Parish
history and our Catholic College history and story in 7RE Unit 1

•

Developing a rigorous approach to planning, teaching and assessing of religion
curriculum
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Building a Culture of Dialogue around Scripture
We embed each of our learning cycles with core and complementary scripture line of sight
asking:
- what are the possibilities?
- why might the author have written this text?
- what is the message?
There is no text without context and critical analysis tools are used to explore scripture,
such as worlds of the text. In this way, learners can explore scripture at any point in a
dynamic and interactive way. “In order to discover the sacred author’s intention, the reader must take into
account the conditions of their time and culture, the literary genres in use at that time, and the modes of feeling,
speaking and narrating” (Catechism of the Catholic Church, n.100).
Year 1 Day in the Life of Jesus

Digital Context
At Good Samaritan we seek to promote engagement of students in the creative and
purposeful use of digital learning. We recognise that students enter our classrooms with
confidence and creativity in using digital technologies, and this impacts on the types of
learning experiences that can be successfully implemented. Therefore, Good Samaritan
supports students and their families in connecting the college and wider community in a
global context. This is evidenced by:
Online resources: BibleGateway commentary, FreeBibleImages.com, My Jewish Learning.com
Music: Andrew Chinn Butterfly House online site license, One License, RE Teams Music page
Cyber-safety education: Day for Daniel Walk: Safety Education and Awareness Day, Bruce and Denise
Morcombe visit, Daniel Morcombe ‘Keeping Kids Safe’ online resources
• ICLT use policy
• BCE Resources: Together at One Altar, Flame of Faith, Ways to Pray Calendar, Light A Candle site
• Parent Portal: School TV resource for pastoral and wellbeing, sharing of student work in RE
• Interactive Whiteboards in all classrooms
• Laptop program with support for families in financial need
•
•
•
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Beliefs About Learners and Learning in the Religion Classroom
At Good Samaritan, we take inspiration from the words of Luke’s Gospel:

“The one who showed him mercy” (LK10:25-37).
We are called to put aside our differences and help those in need. The Samaritan did not
think about race or religion; he just saw a man who needed help.
We support students to become religiously literate in the capacities and skills of discerning,
interpreting, thinking critically, seeking truth and making meaning (National Catholic

Education Commission, Framing Paper: Religious Education in Australian Catholic Schools,
2018).

The Impact of System Initiatives and Strategic Priorities
Our beliefs about learning socially at school, our student behaviour supports, and
responding to students to meet their needs, are elements that unify us, direct our actions
and impact our religious education.
When articulating student engagement within the school, there are datasets such as Engage
and the BI Tool that define and provide us a framework for measurement:
•

•

•

Behavioural Engagement: in the academic, social
and co-curricular activities provided by the
school such as, Mini-Vinnies, Good Sams
Foodbank, PC Class Buddies
Emotional Engagement: evidenced by the students’
emotional reactions in learning and in their
sense of belonging and connectedness to the
school such as peer-teaching of PATH Engaged
Behaviours
Cognitive Engagement: evidenced by student selfawareness, self-management and intrinsic
motivation such as exit slips and restorative
justice.

We are aware that many young people develop or face difficulties in their learning and
emotional regularity at school and at home. Therefore, it is imperative that we provide
appropriate universal, sometimes targeted, and occasionally intensive strategies to help
students engage with their learning and work to overcome such difficulties.
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Our Systems Approach
PB4L is a framework that uses a system
approach to positive behaviour
supports for all students. The aim of
implementing the framework is to
increase academic and social progress and
achievement for all students by using
evidence-based practices that promote
the dignity and teaching of the whole
person. This is evidenced by:
•
•
•
•

Weekly Pastoral meetings rotating through P-10, Pastoral Leader and PC teachers, P-6
Tier 1 team, who each target universal responses to the analysis of ENGAGE data
Student Support Meetings investigating Tier 2 and 3 supports and student support
system data
Professional learning with Tiers 1,2 and 3 to build capacity in the implementation of
PB4L in term of PATH Engaged Behaviours
P-6 Tier 1 Universal PATH Team implementation

The PATH (Persevere, Act, Trust, Hope) attributes align with our Catholic identity reflecting the Good
Samaritan who travelled along the ‘path’ and stopped to make a positive choice.
In addition, our affective curriculum is informed by the General Capabilities in the
Australian Curriculum (www.acara.edu.au). The knowledge, skills, behaviours, and
dispositions that, together with curriculum content in each learning area and crosscurriculum priorities, assist students to live and work successfully in the twenty-first
century. The Personal and Social Capability is one of the seven General Capabilities that
outlines student developmental stages of self-awareness, self-management, social
awareness and social management. The behavioural and social emotional skills in this
capability are taught through the learning areas of the approved curriculum, pastoral and
religious life of our college.

Evidenced by:
•
•
•
•
•

Beginning of school year
orientation days
Pastoral care lessons, weekly
and throughout the year
New student orientation
Student leaders supporting
younger peers
Assemblies followed by
group practice
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The evidence-based targeted supports currently available for students include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Check and Connect Mentoring
Check in-Check out
Absentee Monitoring
Restorative Practices Approach
Social Skills Clubs/Groups: Chess Mates, Rainbows Grief and Loss Support Group.
Planning and implementation of individualised support plans and monitoring data
Guidance Counsellor support services
Partnerships with outside support agencies and specialists

Our college uses behavioural data to make data informed decisions about student supports:
•
•
•

Student Behaviour Support (ENGAGE) database record
Pastoral Team and Student Support meetings – consisting of teachers and
leadership to analyse universal school data and feedback to staff meetings
Targeted and personalised team analyse and prioritise students requiring or
enrolled in Targeted or Personalised supports.

Embedding A Catholic Perspective
In promoting a culture of consistency, Good Samaritan responds to how a catholic
perspective can be evidenced within the learning cycle and in response to the learning:
•

Science classes include a component on the
relationship between economics and
environmental concerns on the Maroochy River,
Bli Bli wetlands and link with stewardship

•

Mathematics use local statistics on the number
of people who can or cannot afford decent
housing

The Religious Education Program provides
points of encounter when students engage
in social justice projects within the learning cycle:
•

Design and Tech (Food Specialisations): Good Sams Vegetable Garden living stewardship of
the earth and offering sustainability, SVDP Food Care Packages for homeless saving ten per
cent of all food preparations for families in need as part of our Good Sams Food Bank.

• Catholic perspectives and RSE are embedded within the curriculum in collaboration with the
Learning Leader at weekly planning sessions
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Responding to the Interests, Religious Backgrounds and Learning Progress of Students
Through vibrant and engaging Religious Education, students
become active co-constructors of culture rather than passive
consumers. Good Samaritan recognises that each human
person is made in the image and likeness of God and has an
inalienable human dignity and worth.
Drawing upon scripture, social justice programs and Catholic
Social Teaching principles, Good Samaritan works to explore
the themes of participation, stewardship, sustainability, peace,
justice, cultural diversity and inclusion with all students.
Religious Education comprises two complementary
dimensions – teaching people to be religious and teaching
people about Religion.

Through engagement with both dimensions of Religious Education, students are challenged
to be authentic witnesses to the mission of Jesus Christ in the world. Teaching people
about Religion is an educational activity focused on teaching and learning, utilising a range
of learning processes and resources that are designed to develop assessment capable
learners. The Religion Curriculum involves four interrelated strands: Sacred Texts, Beliefs, Church,
and Christian Life, all of which are integrated across a variety of topics in the RE curriculum P10.

Collaborative Planning
Teaching staff at Good Samaritan are required to meet in year level teams with the APRE
and other relevant key staff (Learning Leader, STIE, Librarian) each week to develop cycles
of learning for Religious Education so that the learning needs for all students are met.
Nambour Parish Priest, Fr Odinaka, and the APRE are also involved during classroom
teaching to provide support to teachers on theological background and teaching strategies.
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The planning process assists
teachers in implementing a
curriculum that ensures
mandatory requirements are met
and continuity and
comprehensive coverage
throughout the College occurs
across P-10.
Evidence shown by:
•

Teachers engage in
planning with APRE and
other support staff weekly
to review and plan the
Religion Curriculum

•

Further ongoing support and planning time is provided during Curriculum focused
whole-staff meetings

•

Each unit of work is ‘an ongoing document’ and teachers are encouraged to continue
to make adjustments and add additional resources

•

Good Samaritan’s Religious Education learning cycles and planners are renewed with
year level staff and the APRE to ensure mandatory requirements in planning for
teaching, learning, assessment and reporting of the Religion curriculum are regularly
audited and monitored.

•

All RE planning documents are required to be accessible on the Staff Portal
SharePoint located in the Learning and Teaching folder via a OneNote link

•

The Support Teacher – Inclusive Education attends classrooms to offer additional
suggestions for students with special needs and collection of NCCD data
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Communication to Parents and Wider Community
We work in partnership with parents to ensure that every
child is given the ability to explore their capabilities and
potential. Our foundations between parents and school
have commenced to enable excellence in all areas to occur.
Parents use the Parent Portal to access Student reports,
inform a student absence, update contact details, view
College updates, access school calendar, download forms,
read class blogs and access School TV.
Parents, Grandparents and extended family are invited to
engage meaningfully in the life of the College for the
betterment of all students and the community:
•

College Pastoral Board/Finance Committee – expressions of interest sought, and parent
representatives appointed as required.

•

Catholic Identity Team - provide opportunities for community building within the College.
These may take the form of family events, parent events and community focused
opportunities.

•

Reconciliation Action Plan Team - parents, staff and wider community gather to develop
opportunities for Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander connections

Curriculum Structure and Organisation for Religious Education
A Catholic View of Learning
As people who journey with compassion our students:
•

develop their sense of the sacred through the celebration of rich and
meaningful liturgy and ritualising everyday life events that form the rich
tapestry of our Catholic Christian story through our motto, St Benedict and
Luke’s gospel on the Good Samaritan (LK10:25-37)

•

develop Religious knowledge and understanding and skills through the
learning opportunities in the Religious Education classroom that engage
and challenge students to ‘articulate their faith and live it in an open and
authentic way’ (BCE Vision for Religious Education).

•

are challenged to live the gospel of Jesus Christ in their everyday lives and
to be ‘a religious voice in the world’ (BCE Vision for Religious Education).
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A Reconceptualist Approach to the Religion Curriculum
There are three key considerations for teachers using this approach: the Avoidance of
Presumptive Language, Teaching ‘about’ the Tradition and Powerful Pedagogies. Furthermore, teacher as
Witness-Specialist-Moderator is evidenced by:
1. Teachers who witness faith as a living faith
2. Moderate the engagement of students through dialogue that taps into their world
3. Offer deep knowledge concerning christianity, Catholicism, and other religions and
philosophical traditions
A vibrant and contemporary RE curriculum has been shaped by planning fortnightly in
year level teams to:
Focus what we know about our learners and their learning
Establish explicit teaching in the form of learning intentions and success criteria from the achievement
standard and content descriptors
Activate learning experiences to ensure students learn through multiple ways of knowing, interacting and
constructing knowledge
Respond to learning and propel students forward through feedback
Evaluate how our students have learnt and monitor their learning as activators of their own learning
At Good Samaritan, powerful pedagogies are used to engage students
with the richest resources of the tradition, ensuring there is a common
language for planning and reflecting on learning and teaching in the
religion classroom.
In the teaching of Religious Education all efforts are made at Good
Samaritan to avoid the use of presumptive language and assumptions
about students’ faith development based upon their particular religious
affiliation. Teachers use language that is invitational and educational to
engage students in the Religion classroom.
At Good Samaritan, teachers give witness to the
value they place on their personal religious beliefs as
much by the authenticity of the teaching processes
they employ, as by who they are as people of faith.
Teachers are challenged to build critical distance
between themselves and the content they are
teaching; to make available space for authentic dialogue; to
allow students the freedom to investigate, to inquire
and to use their religious imagination.

Learning is more than listening. Teaching is more than telling.
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ENTITLEMENT TO LEARNING
At Good Samaritan, our Religious Education program focuses on allowing students to explore their
own religious tradition whilst exploring and building empathy and understanding of the religious
beliefs and practices of others. That is, Good Samaritan students are given the opportunity to
investigate and inquire about their own faith and the faith of others with enhanced understanding.
Intra-moderation practices at planning sessions and literacy collaboratives assist RE teachers to facilitate
continuity within and between year-levels.

Time Allocation and Effective Timetabling of Religious Education
Teachers follow the mandated requirement of BCE that a minimum of 2.5 hours per week of
Religious Education is provided. Liturgy, prayer, sacred time and other religious life of the
school practices are not included in this provision. Each teacher of Religious Education is
responsible for developing learning experiences to reflect the high priority Religious
Education has within the life of Good Samaritan Catholic College.

Design Principles for Religious Education
The Religion curriculum at Good Samaritan has been developed around the four principles
of:
1. Embracing a Catholic Christian Worldview through content that unambiguously reflects a Catholic
Christian worldview and integrates faith,
life and culture in contemporary religion
classrooms.
2. Modelling a Seamless Curriculum
by applying the same rigour as found in
other learning areas.
3. Setting a clear pedagogical
direction by using a consistent
planning framework that is consistent
with the BCE Model of Pedagogy, aligns
closely to the Australian Curriculum and
uses an inquiry model.
4. Strengthening alignment between
the two dimensions of Religious Education.
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Line of Sight Documents
Good Samaritan has a Religious Education program that
continues to evolve through whole school discussion and
feedback. Curriculum monitoring evidenced in
Achievements on a Page are located on OneNote
SharePoint and clearly outline a yearly progression for
each year level.

High Quality Learning Experiences
Accreditation Requirements
In line with the administrative priorities of the Archdiocese of Brisbane, Good Samaritan seeks
to deliver a high-quality Religious Education curriculum across Prep to Year 12. Currently, all
teachers have Accreditation to Teach in a Catholic School and teachers of Religion either have, or are
working towards, gaining Accreditation to Teach Religion in a Catholic school.
As part of their professional learning, all staff are required to maintain their accreditation status
by engaging in the required numbers of hours, each year, over a five-year period, to maintain
Accreditation to Teach and/or Accreditation to Teach Religion.

Teachers as Professional Learners
Teachers engage in ongoing professional
learning focused on enhancing individual and
collaborative practices as well as the capacity
to improve student learning. At Good
Samaritan, teachers have regular access to
professional development to increase their
capacity to teach the Religious Education
Curriculum, as well as strengthening their
own faith and prayer life. Regular
Professional Development opportunities are shared to ensure teachers are given
appropriate support in the area of Religious Education. Each staff member also engages in
the ongoing process of Consistency of Teacher Judgment to build capacity in the curriculum
intent, identify evidence of student learning, develop appropriate pedagogical practices and
moderate teacher judgments about student learning.

Examples of Professional Learning include:
•
•
•
•

School based Professional Learning Days
Scripture Twilights specifically focusing on teaching scripture in Religion
REAP Program
BCE System lead Professional Learning
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Validation of School Religious Education Programs
Good Samaritan, along with every Catholic and ecumenical school, is required to have a documented
Religious Education Program designed in accordance with the Religious Education Curriculum and
approved through an Archdiocesan validation process. Regular monitoring and review of the
program and its delivery is aligned with approved cyclical review processes.

Powerful Whole School Pedagogies
Good Samaritan Catholic College’s Religious Education Program
is consistent with our whole college approach to teaching and
learning across the curriculum as articulated in our Vision for
Learning. Our Religious Education Program identifies and articulates
powerful whole school pedagogies, embedded in the BCE model of
pedagogy that ensures continuity of learning for all students within
and beyond the Religion classroom. It identifies how these
approaches are developed, communicated, supported and
reviewed.

QUALITY RESOURCES
Good Samaritan identifies and articulates quality resources to provide
meaningful and relevant learning experiences for all students.
Evidenced by:
•
•
•
•

RE budget used to purchase resources that support quality
learning and teaching.
Priority given to professional development for teaching
staff
Strategies utilised by teachers when utilising scripture, such
as the Three Worlds of the Text.
Explore Religious Education through the Arts: Religious
Education and the Arts

At Good Samaritan, assessing student learning is integral to effective teaching and should
improve student learning. By identifying, gathering and interpreting information about
student achievement and learning, teachers are able to make decisions to improve, enhance and
plan for future learning. Our Religious Education Program identifies and articulates principles
and guidelines for effective assessment practices, including processes to ensure consistency of
judgment in Religion. These principles include:
•

Assessment occurring as a regular part of the learning and teaching process and that
information gained is used to shape the learning and teaching process.
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•

Formative and summative assessments are both critical to curriculum planning and the
learning process:
Formative Assessment to gather information about student learning during t h e
actual process of that learning.
Summative Assessment to establish the extent students have achieved at the end
of the learning and teaching process
• Teachers ensure a range of strategies and modes for students to demonstrate
achievement in a variety of assessments.
• Teachers carefully consider how they structure summative assessment to offer students
opportunities to demonstrate depth of learning.

Tools for Assessment
Teachers use a range and balance of assessment methods to cater for all learning
situations, to measure the impact of both teaching and learning. Assessment consists of
three core practices:
1. Teacher observation: observing students and
monitoring progress
2. Student/teacher consultation: interacting with
students both formally and informally to harness
learnings
3. Focused analysis: teachers examining in detail
student responses

Teachers plan short-term learning cycles using the five key strategies for formative
assessment, namely:
1. Establishing clear learning intentions and success criteria, according to the current
Achievement Standard
2. Designing effective teaching and learning tasks that provide students with opportunities to
demonstrate learning
3. Providing feedback to students that assists in moving learning forward
4. Facilitating opportunities in the classroom for peer feedback
5. Guide students towards self-reflection on learnings
Assessment tasks are linked directly to the identified components of the Achievement
standard and are designed to meet the various and identified needs of students. Tasks are
planned in various modes to reflect the current best practice in relation to the BCE
Principles of Assessment, effective use of digital technologies and multiple ways of
knowing.
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MONITORING and EVALUATION
Planning and evaluating the effectiveness of assessment processes occurs when teachers
meet to plan a new cycle of learning. A review is conducted and adjustments are made to
ensure:
•

A close alignment between
achievement standard, success
criteria and assessment,
formative and summative

•

Assessment tasks demonstrate
students’ depth of knowledge,
understanding and skills.

•

Share and clarify ways of
working in a collaborative
planning environment

•

Share literacy, numeracy, and cognitive verb planning

•

Review explicit experiences people have brought such as worlds of the text and
inquiry approaches

•

Review a range of handwritten and digital student submissions

•

Unpack vocabulary and visible literacy – anchor charts,
‘frontloading’ discourse specific words, reference to
context-text model (WOT) and cognitive verbs using
Marzano’s taxonomy.

•

Student Voice – via Forms survey

•

Moderation guide

•

Internal Moderation template

USE OF LEARNING DATA
Teachers, in collaboration with the Learning Leader and APRE, identify and articulate how
student learning data is used at both the year and class level to inform curriculum planning,
learning and teaching and assessing. Regular fortnightly planning sessions ensure
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consistency in the monitoring and evaluating processes, as well as facilitating professional
dialogue and shared experience.

Literacy Collaborative: Examine the RE Writing
Analysis and Marking Guide

•

Review the data to ‘Notice’ (facts) and ‘Wonder’ (how does our
teaching meet this task?)

•

Ensure a strong skills and literacy focus across RE learning
cycles.

•

A P-12 consistent approach to writing is embedded to ensure
students continue to hear the same message and practice the
same skills.

REPORTING
•

The reporting process is a summation of a
student’s total learning in alignment with the
BCE reporting framework.

•

Student progress is communicated in a variety of
ways throughout the year.

•

Teachers are required to have both qualitative
and quantitative descriptions of student learning and standards to which they have
demonstrated set learning intentions and success criteria, as informed by the
Achievement Standard and Year Level Description.

•

Assessment covers a range of modes and reported via Learning Pathways in Prep-Y6
and A-E Criteria across Y7-10.

•

A sample of student work in Religious Education is retained in the OneNote
assessment tab and/or student learning log that accompanies the student’s report.
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